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Organic–inorganic hybrid co-polymer thin films were deposited on silicon(100) substrates under the several 

ratio of TEOS (tetraethoxysilane) against cyclohexene by plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition 

(PECVD) method. Toluene and TEOS were utilized as organic and inorganic precursors each, and hydrogen and 

argon were also used as a bubbler and carrier gases, respectively. In order to compare the difference of the 

electrical and the mechanical properties of the plasma polymerized thin films, we grew the hybrid co-polymer 

thin films under the conditions of various ratio between cyclohexene and TEOS with fixed RF (radio frequency 

using 13.56 MHz) powers at 60 W. The as-grown polymerized thin films were in first analyzed by FT-IR and 

XPS. The result of FT-IR showed that the co-polymer thin films were polymerized with fragmented each 

precursor. Also, XPS results showed the chemical species and binding energies of each species. Si 2p core-level 

spectra from the hybrid polymer thin film showed the status of Si oxidation number. Impedance analyzer was 

utilized for the measurements of I–V curves and capacitance values.  
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1. Introduction 

There has been an increase of interest in the use of glow discharge for the polymerization of a number of organic 

and organometallic compounds [1, 2]. Plasma polymers are used as dielectric and optical coating to inhibit 

corrosion. The investigation of the optical properties of polymer films is of particular interest because of their 

use in optical devices [1].  

Among many CVD methods, PECVD process is very efficient method to produce homogeneous 

organic thin films on large area substrates, offering good control over the film properties [3-7]. Plasma 

polymerization is known as a unique method of organic thin film deposition [8]. Deposits formed by PECVD 

method was used to physically and chemically modify the hybrid films. XPS are applied to analyze the chemical 

characteristics of the plasma polymerized thin film that was generally insoluble [9, 10]. 

As the integration level and speed of semiconductor devices increase, the reduction of the resistance 

capacitance (RC) delays in the metallization is becoming more important than before. The prevalent problems 

are propagation delay, cross-talk noise, and power dissipation due to RC coupling, which becomes significant 

due to increased wiring capacitance, especially the interline capacitance between the metal lines on the same 

metal level [11, 12]. Whereas the resistance is affected by conducting materials, the capacitance is mainly 

determined by dielectric materials [13]. Therefore, thin films with relatively low dielectric constants (κ < 3.0) 

are under intense study due to their application as interlayer dielectrics for multilevel metallization of ultra-
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large-scale integrated (ULSI) semiconductor devices [14]. A low-κ value is one of the most important 

requirements for interlayer dielectrics.  

In this study, we fabricated the plasma polymerized organic-inorganic hybrid thin films with ratio 

controlled precursors to optimize the dielectric property of polymerized thin films by PECVD. XPS was used to 

mainly analyze Si 2p core-level. We also investigated curve fitted Si 2p spectra by Si oxidation numbers, 

according to TEOS ratio. 

 

2. Experimental Details 

The experiment was carried out in a homemade stainless steel PECVD system. Silicon(100) wafers were wet-

cleaned by sonication with acetone, methyl alcohol, distilled water, and isopropyl alcohol. In addition, substrates 

were dry-cleaned by in-situ Ar plasma bombardment at 100 W for 15 min. The hybrid-polymer thin films were 

deposited by a PECVD method. Cyclohexene and TEOS were utilized as the organic and inorganic precursors 

with co-deposition precursor ratios of TEOS to cyclohexene at 0, 2, and 5:10. Each precursor was preheated at 

60 and 80 oC, and bubbled with 50 SCCM (standard cubic centimeter per minute) of hydrogen for cyclohexene 

bubbling and 0, 10, and 25 SCCM of argon gas for TEOS bubbling. Additional 50 SCCM of argon was used as 

the carrier gas. The thickness of deposited plasma polymer with different TEOS ratio was fixed at 300 nm. The 

deposition pressure was 4.0×10-1 Torr.  

The chemical bonding type of plasma hybrid-polymer thin films was investigated by FT-IR. XPS  

showed the content ratio changes and the chemical binding types. High resolution transmission electron 

microscopy (HR-TEM) images showed the atomic arrangement of the hybrid thin film, and X-ray diffraction 
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(XRD) patterns showed the crystallinity of the hybrid thin film. The κ values were determined from the 

measurement of the capacitance in the metal-insulator-silicon-metal (MISM) structure of the Al/hybrid polymer 

thin film/Si/Al. The capacitance was determined at 1 MHz with the MISM structure. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

The bonding state of the plasma polymerized thin films was analyzed by FT-IR absorption over a range of 4000 

– 600 cm-1, as shown in Fig. 1. The IR spectra exhibit an absorption peak at 1050 cm-1, corresponding to the Si-

O-C stretching vibration band. Bands ranging from 1375 – 1444, 1709, 2100, 2200, 2840 – 3018, and 3085 – 

3713 cm-1 corresponded to CHx bending vibrations, C=C, C=C=C, SiHx, CHx stretching vibrations, and –OH 

bands, respectively [15]. The intensity of the CHx peak was not changed with increasing TEOS bubbling ratio. 

However, intensity of C=C=C was decreased with increasing TEOS bubbling ratio. Also, SiHx peak was 

appeared with TEOS against to TEOS ratio at 5:10. Therefore, the intensity of SiO peak was increased with 

increasing TEOS bubbling ratio. Moreover, bonding state of plasma polymer was highly affected by amount of 

precursors in vacuum chamber during the PECVD process. From this result, TEOS precursor was well 

controlled by Ar bubbling gas. 

Figure 2 showed the difference of the XP spectra of Si 2p core-level with TEOS ratio. Upon 

increasing TEOS ratio, the amount of oxidation product is dramatically increased especially favoring the high 

oxidation state (SiO2). The dominate oxide product appeared to be SiO2 (Si4+) with significant amount of lower 

oxidation state (Si3+, Si2+, Si1+ and also Si-O-C mixed oxide). Si2+ oxidation state also corresponded to Si-O-C 

mixed oxide formation [16, 17]. In this experiment the Si 2p peak was deconvoluted into the Silica (Si4+), 
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Silane/Silicate (Si3+/Si2+), and SiC (Si1+). The biding energy positions of these peaks were listed in table 1. Table 

2 showed the difference of the deconvoluted Si 2p peak area. Total area of Si 2p was dramatically increased with 

increasing TEOS bubbling ratio. Silica ratio was increased with increasing the TEOS ratio, especially at 5:10. 

On the other hand, silane/Slicate ratio was decreased with increasing the TEOS ratio. SiC was formed by 

chemical reaction between TEOS and cyclohexene. Thus, SiC peak was observed in 2:10 sample. However, SiC 

ratio against other species was decreased at 5:10. From this fact, too much TEOS vapor in the reaction chamber 

disturbed to form the organic-inorganic hybrid plasma polymer. It just produced increasing the silica in the 

hybrid thin film.  

Figure 3a showed C 1s core-level peak. Main peak position of C 1s was 285 eV, C-C binding. 

Intensity of main peak was decreased with increasing TEOS bubbling ratio. Figure 3b showed the deconvoluted 

C 1s core-level. Main shoulder peak (286.5 eV; C-O-H) was increased with TEOS bubbling ratio because 

carbon was oxidized with oxygen in TEOS. TEOS has 4 oxygen atoms in one molecule. Moreover, O 1s core-

level peak position was shown in Fig. 3c. Oxygen was uniformly increased according to the increase of TEOS 

ratio. Main peak position of O 1s located at 533 eV, SiO2 [18]. From Fig. 2 and 3, Si and C easily bonded with 

Oxygen, not between themselves. We observed little amount of Si-C species in 5:10 sample. 

As shown in Fig. 4, the TEM images and XRD patterns showed the atomic arrangement of the hybrid 

plasma polymer thin film without a crystalline structure. The distance between atoms in the plasma polymer thin 

film was somewhat increasing with increasing TEOS ratio because the large silicon atom disturbed C-C bonding. 

In addition, there was no porosity because the plasma polymer thin film consisted entirely of condensed matter. 

Any XRD peaks were observed from the hybrid plasma polymer thin films, except for Si (200) and Si (400) 
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peaks from the silicon (100) substrate, indicating that the hybrid plasma polymer thin film was an amorphous 

hydrocarbon plasma polymer (Fig. 4c). 

Figure 5a shows the dielectric constants of the hybrid plasma polymer thin films that grew under 60 W 

and at different TEOS fluxes. Dielectric constants linearly increased with an increasing TEOS ratio because 

SiOx and as SiO2 has a higher dielectric constant (κ = 4.0) than carbon-based polymers (κ ≤ 2). There is an 

influence of Si ratio in plasma polymer thin film. We determined the insulating properties of the films by 

measuring the leakage current density under different applied field. As shown in Fig. 5b, there is a changing of 

the leakage current densities with various TEOS ratio. The leakage current densities were influenced by the film 

density. Thus, leakage current density at 1 MV/cm was increased with increasing TEOS ratio. The leakage 

current density of pure organic plasma polymer and 2:10 sample was 10-9 A/cm2 at 1 MV/cm, indicating that the 

hybrid plasma polymerized film was insulating enough to be used as interlayer ultralow-κ dielectrics in a 

semiconductor [18–21].  

 

4. Conclusions 

The organic-inorganic hybrid-polymer thin films were deposited on Si(100) by PECVD method using co-

deposition of toluene and TEOS precursor at room temperature. 

IR results showed that the as-grown hybrid thin films had –CHx, C=C, C=C=C, SiHx, –OH, and SiO 

functional groups and different shapes of IR spectra from each liquid precursor, also indicated that the thin film 

was polymerized between cyclohexene and TEOS. These results also showed that the amount of SiO functional 

group was controlled by the TEOS bubbling ratio. Also, Si 2p peak area was increased by increasing TEOS ratio 
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against cyclohexene. From the fitted XPS spectra, large amount of Si4+ (silica) was observed at 5:10 of TEOS 

ratio. This was corresponded with IR spectra. Only little amount of Si bonded with Carbon by PECVD method. 

Moreover, amount of Si-C species was decreased at 5:10 of TEOS bubbling ratio. Additionally, C easily bonded 

with itself or Oxygen. The TEM images and the XRD pattern showed that the hybrid plasma polymer thin films 

were amorphous hydrocarbon plasma polymers without any porosity. Because the plasma polymer thin film was 

entirely condensed matter, pinholes cannot be formed during the manufacturing of IC chips with any mechanical 

process. The dielectric constant increased with increasing the TEOS bubbling ratio because silica (SiO2) in 

hybrid plasma polymer thin film affected to increase the dielectric constant. In addition, the plasma polymer thin 

film that was deposited with 0:10 or 2:10 of TEOS against to cyclohexene bubbling ratio showed a leakage 

current density of 10-9 A/cm2 at 1 MV/cm. 
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Figure Captions 

 

Fig. 1. IR spectra with different ratio between TEOS and Cyclohexene. 

Fig. 2. XP spectra of (a) Si 2p core-level and curve fitting of (b) 2:10 and (c) 5:10 sample. 

Fig. 3. Xp spectra of (a) C 1s core-level and (b) curve fitting of each sample, (c) O 1s core-level of each sample. 

Fig. 4. TEM images of (a) 0:10 and (b) 5:10 sample; and (c) XRD patterns with differnet ratio between TEOS 

and Cyclohexene. 

Fig. 5. (a) I-V curves and (b) the dielectric constant with different ratio between TEOS and Cyclohexene. 
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Table 1. The binding energy position and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) used in the analysis of the 

XPS results. 

Chemical species Bing energy (eV) FWHM (eV) 

SiC 101.5 0.1 1.5 

Silane/Silicate 102.7 0.1 1.6 

Silica 103.6 0.1 1.8 

C-C/C-H 284.9 - 

C-O-H 286.6 - 

C=O 287.9 - 

C-Si 283.2 - 

SiO2 533 - 
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Table 2. Percentage of deconvoluted Si 2p peak area. 

TEOS ratio against toluene SiC Silane/Silicate Silica 

2:10 50.4 % 42.2 % 7.4 % 

5:10 63.0 % 35.1 % 1.9 % 
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Fig. 3 
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Fig. 4 
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Fig. 5 


